
We promise our students:

TO CREATE a supportive and enthusiastic 
environment for your recovery and education.

TO WORK collaboratively with your Alternative  
Peer Group (APG), counselors, family, and any other 
relevant parties in supporting your emotional, social, 
mental, physical, academic, and spiritual development.

TO PROVIDE brief counseling interventions if 
necessary, to address any behavioral, emotional,  
and/or recovery issues that surface while at school.

TO O FFE R opportunities for daily “check-in” and 
“closing” so you can work through issues that may 
stand in the way of your educational process each day.

TO PE RFO RM random and frequent drug tests, 
reinforcing your accountability and ensuring your 
compliance with our mission.

TO L ISTE N to you and hold you accountable with love.

At the end of the day, our students are the 
ones who challenge, who champion, and  
who ultimately change each other. Our job  
is to ensure the conditions are right.

6221 Main Street
Houston, TX 77030
 
archwayacademy.org

SOMETHING D IFFE RE NT IS POSS IBLE .

Instead of returning students to the same environments 
in which they’re most at risk for relapse—or where it’s 
nearly impossible to catch back up academically after 
treatment — Archway provides a structured place 
for teens to continue both their recovery and their 
education without compromising either. Our students 
are hardworking, highly intelligent, and exhibit a 
remarkable degree of self-awareness and acuity that 
opens doors to equally remarkable futures.

Archway is a close-knit group of teachers, 
recovery experts, and students working in  
tandem to create a welcoming campus that  
not only physically challenges its high-
schoolers to remain sober, but stretches  
their expectations socially, spiritually, 
intellectually, and academically.

Students served  
since 2009

1,300

Recovery schools 
mentored

16
Archway 
attendance rate

93%

College 
attendance rate

95%

Since 2003, we have offered students and 
worried families in the throes of teenage 
substance use a viable option and support 
system for restoring their child’s physical, 
mental, emotional, and academic health.

Archway Academy is  
a sober high school  
in the sunny heart of  
Houston, Texas. 
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We challenge our students 
to do the work we know 
they’re capable of.

Archway isn’t just a place for recovery where you 
might also scoop a few easy credits. Our curriculum  
is flexible but rigorous, and our faculty have access  
to incredible charter school district resources. 
Students go through a normal school day like any 
other high schooler, with the exception of daily  
check-in sessions, closer supervision, and easy 
access to recovery support as needed.

94% of our graduates go on to attend 
college, heading to schools like Baylor, UT, 
Ole Miss, and the University of Houston.

We know that every 
pathway through  
recovery is unique.

We are only one piece of the puzzle in guiding 
students through recovery. We cast a safety  
net deep and wide to connect the continuum  
of care that supports students across every 
aspect of their recovery. 

Rolling admissions, small class sizes, and low 
student-teacher ratios allow us to catch our 
students wherever they are and personalize  
a program that’s best for them. In addition 
to scholarships, Archway offers need-based 
financial aid to families who qualify. 
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A continuum  
of care.

From probation officers 
to private counselors, 
residential treatment 
clinicians to Alternative  
Peer Groups, Archway 
keeps in constant contact 
with every student’s unique 
personal network—triaging 
tasks and arming our 
students (and each other) 
with shared information  
to ensure that no important 
details slip through the 
cracks; to address behaviors 
and remove barriers; and  
to remain consistent and 
aligned in our approach to 
getting each student well.

Keeping students sober 
and in class is our priority.

While our organization plays a dual role, our 
staff do not. Archway is built around three  
key partnerships with three specialized yet 
closely integrated functions:

THE ARCHWAY NONPROFIT:  Our recovery staff and 
support, including coaches and licensed clinicians

SOUTHWEST SCHOOLS :  Our certified educational 
faculty and curriculum

PALME R ME MORIAL E PISCOPAL CHURCH :  
The downtown/Medical Center space where  
our campus resides

Where 
education 
meets 
recovery.
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Layers of 
accountability and 

communication  
within school 

 and across the  
continuum of care.

F IE RCE LOVE

Unrelenting joy 
and faith in helping 

people uncover  
the best version  
of themselves.

REAL FE LLOWSHIP

Tight-knit mix of 
staff and strong-

to-struggling 
student support.

INTIMATE S IZE

Meaningful 
connection and 

personalized  
pathway for  

every student.

BAL ANCE D EXPE RTISE

Focused partnership and equal 
excellence in education and recovery.

Why we work.
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education 
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